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There are 3 trees, one sycamore and two beech. All are on the edge of the property, next to, and 
overhanging, Hackness Road. The extent of work is to make the trees safe and to comply with the law 
regarding clear height above the road (5.2m). The work will include a “Crown Lift” to clear the road 
and on the garden side (balance). In addition it is intended to under go thinning of minor branches 
within the canopy (15% for sycamore and 20% for both beeches). 
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Overall information will be provided by annotated images and plans of The Coach 
House and Hackness Road.
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The latter is to provide more light (dappled) and remove weight from the major branches. It will 
also reduce the effects of wind resistance so enhancing general safety and wellbeing of the trees 
– and allow the tree to better flourish and concentrate on major growth and. 

Please note that the crown lift will be 5.2m above the road but as there is about 1m drop 
between garden side and road the crown lift will be 4.2m on the garden side to maintain balance.

The trees have been identified and seen by four tree surgeons. This work has been 
recommended by all the tree surgeons asked to quote for the task.
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General position of The Coach House, 
Hackness Road  and trees

Sycamore

Beech

Beech

Hackness Road

Note how trees extend over road and garden.



View of trees

From Hackness Road

Sycamore

Beech

From Garden

Beech

Planned work is to raise the crown (canopy) by 
removing the lower branches that extend across the 
road and to allow road sign to be seen. Similarly on 
the garden side.

Roadside light obscured by branches



Lower branches extend some 15 to 
20 metres across the garden.

Typical of branches the would be sensibly selected and 
removed to open the canopy.

The lower larger branches would be removed to raise the 
crown and improve safety



To remove some of the minor branches 

Ivy stem has been cut




